To ensure continued compliance with EMC directives and ensure reliable, accurate operation, please observe the following precautions:

Do not operate in residential environments
Do not modify product or supplied accessories
To ensure accurate readings, do not use in areas of strong electromagnetic fields, e.g. Radio, TV, Power lines & mobile communication transmitters
If interference suspected, relocate/re-orientate SS1, its cables or the ‘affected’ device
Only use cables & accessories authorized by Delta-T, & then only in accordance with relevant user guide or application notes. Use of none approved accessories can potentially affect ‘EMC’ performance, and measurement quality
Where possible, route cables away from other equipment to minimize possible interference

Additional general advice:
Consider cable routing, to avoid/reduce trip hazards
Consider cable routing, to avoid damage by live stock & wild animals
DO NOT commission use or maintenance during electrical storms

If in doubt, please consult your distributor, or Delta-T directly